Acid/base controllable molecular recognition.
The study of controllable molecular recognition in supramolecular receptors is important for elucidating design strategies that can lead to external control of molecular recognition applications. In this work, we present the design and synthesis of an asymmetric (TTF) tetrathiafulvalene-calix[4]pyrrole receptor and show that its recognition of 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TNB) can be controlled by an acid/base input. The new receptor is composed of three identical TTF units and a fourth TTF unit appended with a phenol moiety. Investigation of the host-guest complexation taking place between the TTF-calix[4]pyrrole receptor and the TNB guests was studied by means of absorption and (1)H NMR spectroscopy; this revealed that the conformation of the molecular receptor can be switched between locked and unlocked states by using base and acid as the input. In the unlocked state, the receptor is able to accommodate two TNB guest molecules, whereas the guests are not able to bind to the receptor in the locked state. This work serves to illustrate how external control (acid/base) of a receptor may be used to direct the molecular recognition of guests (TNBs). It has led to a new controllable molecular recognition system that functions as an acid/base switch.